Meridia Capabilities Overview
Meridia offers three basic products or services:
1.) audience response keypads for sale
2.) equipment lease option
3.) on-site full service option
Each offering is customizable and we’ll work with you and advise you on what would best serve your
particular event and need. If a long-term or short-term lease works best, we will not force you into an
expensive purchase and vice versa.

Lease and Full Service
Lease
Many of our clients rent the equipment for a day, learn how to use in under an hour of included training
and they return the gear when they no longer need it.
With this option, we do not provide on-site support and we can only guarantee support during our
business hours of 8:30am – 5pm ET. You are responsible for learning how to use the software, as well as
for the management of the clickers on site – from the setup to collection and shipping them back to us.
This is a great option for a single day, single room event where you are the primary user (presenter) and
you’re not going to have to manage other people’s expectations, train them and troubleshoot with
them.

Full, On-Site Service
Our full-service clients enjoy the least amount of
headache from having to manage all of the aspects of
audience response technology integration into their
meeting. This option is excellent for any larger event
(200+ attendees), multi-room sessions with multiple
presenters needed to be aware and capable of using
the technology.
Prior to the event, we’ll manage the logistics of
shipping, communicating and integrating with your
audio-visual provider, as well as the speakers and staff.
Once on site, we set everything up, so that when the
time for rehearsal comes, everyone knows their part
to play and everything works seamlessly.
Our pre-event consultation and on-site rehearsal time is included in the price quote and is a huge part of
how we make sure the event is successful.
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Keypads & Software for Sale
Meridia offers many software titles that fulfill the needs of anyone looking to bring interactivity into
their presentations and/or training. We offer simple, yet powerful PowerPoint plugin, polling apps that
work with any presentation content, as well as engaging and fun team games.
All of our software works with all of dedicated keypads (clickers) we offer. This ensures that when you
buy into our platform, you can easily move from one application to another without friction and long
learning curve.

Meridia Hardware
Our hardware ranges from simple to advanced. With a dedicated clicker, your audience has nothing to
download, nothing to learn, and nothing to be distracted by. They answer with a simple push of a
button. Here is the model lineup. Learn more about the keypads at www.meridiaars.com/keypads

Meridia Software
 EZ-VOTE
 EZ-TRIVIA
 EZ-CATEGORIES
 EZ-SCHOLAR
 TownVOTE
 CloudVOTE
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EZ-VOTE
Description
EZ-VOTE is an easy-to-use PowerPoint plugin that allows you to convert a regular slide into an
interactive one with just a single click. Just as easily, you can create a polling slide with only a click of a
mouse. Learn more at www.meridiaars.com/connect.

There are many pre-defined slides you can insert with as few as one click, while some allow you to
specify parameters related to the type of keypad you have.
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Interactive PowerPoint Slideshow
With EZ-VOTE, any presentation can become interactive in mere minutes. You can still design a stunning,
captivating and memorable slideshow, but now you can also collect instant feedback from your
audience. Learn more at www.meridiaars.com/connect.
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Team Games
EZ-TRIVIA, EZ-CATEGORIES, EZ-SCHOLAR
With our interactive games, you can use any PowerPoint presentation, modify it to the specific game
format and immediately use it to split your group into teams for a friendly competition. They’ll learn
something new from you while compete against each other and get rewarded. Learn more at
www.meridiaars.com/games.
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Electronic Election Software
TownVOTE
For local, state or national elections, meetings, roll-calls and other official business, there’s TownVOTE. It
helps speed up the necessary, but often dreaded work and makes it efficient, electronic, easy and
painless. Learn more at www.meridiars.com/townvote.
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BYOD Mobile Polling
CloudVOTE
With CloudVOTE, you don’t need a dedicated clicker. Bring your own smartphone, or a tablet, log into a
website (no app to download and install) and you’re ready to poll.
As a presenter, you can push all or some of your content and results to all the devices at once, in real
time. As a participant, you can also text at any point during the meeting, not just when the polling is
open. Try it out today at www.cloudvote.com.
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